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Abstrat: An impulsive model of augmentative biologial ontrol onsisting of a general
ontinuous predator-prey model in ordinary dierential equations augmented by a disrete
part desribing periodi introdutions of predators is onsidered. It is shown that there exists
an invariant periodi solution that orresponds to prey eradiation and a ondition ensuring
its global asymptoti stability is given. An optimisation problem related to the preemptive
use of augmentative biologial ontrol is then onsidered. It is assumed that the per time
unit budget of biologial ontrol (i.e. the number of predators to be released) is xed and
the best deployment of this budget is sought after in terms of release frequeny. The ost
funtion to be minimised is the time taken to redue an unforeseen prey (pest) invasion under
some harmless level. The analysis shows that the optimisation problem admits a ountable
innite number of solutions. An argumentation onsidering the required robustness of the
optimisation result is then onduted and it is shown that the best deployment is to use as
frequent (and thus as small) as possible predator introdutions.
Key-words: Predator-prey dynamis, impulsive model, global stability, optimisation.
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Stabilité globale et optimisation d'un modèle
impulsionnel général de lutte biologique
Résumé : Un modèle impulsionnel de lutte biologique est onsidéré; il est omposé d'un
modèle proie-prédateur général en équations diérentielles ordinaires omplété par une partie
disrète dérivant l'introdution périodique de prédateurs. Il est démontré qu'il existe une
solution périodique invariante qui orrespond à l'éradiation des proies et une ondition qui
permet d'assurer sa stabilité globale asymptotique est donnée. Un problème d'optimisation
lié à l'utilisation préventive de la lutte biologique est alors onsidéré. Il est supposé que
le budget par unité de temps de la lutte biologique ('est-à-dire le nombre de prédateurs
lâhés) est xe et la meilleure répartition de e budget est reherhée en termes de fréquene
d'introdution. La fontion de oût à minimiser est le temps pris pour réduire une invasion
imprévue de ravageurs (les proies) jusqu'à un niveau inoensif. L'analyse montre que le
problème d'optimisation onsidéré admet un nombre inni de solutions. La prise en ompte
de la robustesse néessaire de la solution optimale indique que la meilleure stratégie onsiste
à utiliser des lâhers de prédateurs aussi fréquents (et don aussi faibles) que possible.
Mots-lés : Dynamique proie-prédateur, modèle impulsionnel, stabilité globale, optimisation
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1 Introdution
The biologial ontrol method intends to redue harmful organisms populations and relies
on the utilisation of their natural enemies, the biologial ontrol agents. It an be used to
ontrol e.g. vetors in vetor-borne diseases like malaria or invasive speies (may they be
animals or plants), but it is mostly dediated to the ontrol of inset pests, espeially at
the agriultural ropping system sale [25℄. Three main biologial ontrol strategies an be
identied:
 onservation biologial ontrol: bioontrol agents are already present in the system
and are favoured through various means (habitat management...).
 lassial biologial ontrol: a small population of bioontrol agents is introdued one in
the system and a long term equilibrium between the pests and themselves is targetted.
 augmentative biologial ontrol: bioontrol agents are repeatedly introdued in order
to eradiate the pest population.
In this ontribution we fous on this last method, whih is fairly well modelled by an
impulsive system of ordinary dierential equations (a ontinuous system aeted by sudden
state modiations at some disrete time moments). The intrinsi dynamis of the two
interating populations (pests and bioontrol agents) are desribed by the ontinuous part
of the system and the repeated (periodi) bioontrol agents introdutions by the disrete
one. Early examples of the use of impulsive models in biology are [7, 12℄ in hemostat
modelling. Sine then, they have reeived onsiderable attention in the area of epidemiology
[4, 13, 28℄, aner treatment [6, 5, 17℄, populations dynamis [20, 32℄ or integrated pest
management [19, 27, 33, 37℄, to ite some. Though there are numerous studies on bio-inspired
impulsive models, to our knowledge only a few of these is onerned with optimisation: see
[3, 9, 24, 31, 34℄. Here we fous both on a global onvergene result for a rather general
predator-prey model with periodi impulsive predator introdutions and on a problem of
optimisation on how to best deploy these introdutions in the ontext of rop protetion
through biologial ontrol. Our results follow and generalise earlier ones that were obtained
in a more restrited ontext [23℄.
This paper is organised as follows. First, the impulsive predator-prey model of augmen-
tative biologial ontrol that will be payed attention to throughout the paper is presented.
The hypotheses assumed on the biologial part (ontinuous system) are qualitative so that
they an enompass a large number of lassial biologial/eologial funtions. The existene
of an invariant periodi prey-eradiation solution is proved and a suient ondition that
ensures its global asymptoti stability is given. Then, we fous on an optimisation prob-
lem in the perspetive of preemptive/preventative use of augmentative biologial ontrol
whih partiularly suits the protetion of high valued agriultural rops like e.g. orhards,
vegetables, mushrooms or ornamentals [2, 11, 14, 15, 16, 29℄. It is assumed that a xed bud-
get ensuring pest eradiation is allowed and that only its deployment (a tradeo between
frequent-small or rare-large releases) may be modied. The ost funtion to be minimised
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is the time taken to redue an unforeseen prey (pest) invasion under some harmless level
and the input is the impulsive release frequeny. It is rst shown that the loal optimisa-
tion problem has a ountable innite number of solutions and, in a seond step using an
argumentation based on the needed robustness of our result, it is proved that the loally
optimum solution is to hoose as frequent (and thus as small) as possible releases. It is also
shown that this strategy gives a sub-optimal solution of the global optimisation problem.
Moreover, the larger the frequeny, the lower the ost funtion, so that even if one annot
ahieve a very large frequeny, it is always interesting to hoose the largest possible one. A
Monte Carlo like numerial simulation illustrates our analytial optimisation result and the
artile is onluded by some reommendations to biologial ontrol pratitioners that follow
from our analysis.
2 Model Desription and Analysis
2.1 A general impulsive biologial ontrol model
In this paper, we assume that the tri-trophi system (rop - pests - bioontrol agents) may
be well represented by its bi-trophi simpliation representing the prey (pest) predator
(bioontrol agent) interations. The underlying assumption is that the prey population
remains at moderate levels so that the rop is not limiting and thus do not need to be taken
into aount in the model. We onsider the simple ase in whih no inter spei interations
within the predator population aets the predator prey interation, though some in the prey
population may our (see Remark 1 below). Aording to lassial predator-prey modelling,
we get the following two-dimensional model:{
x˙ = f(x)− g(x)y
y˙ = h(x)y −my
(1)
x denoting the preys and y the predators. f(x) denotes the preys' growth veloity, g(x), h(x)
and m denotes the predators' funtional response, numerial response and mortality rate,
respetively. Sine biologial proesses are always diult to model, we only assume general
qualitative hypotheses on the funtions f(.), g(.) and h(.):
Hypotheses 1 (H1): Let f(.), g(.) and h(.) be loally Lipshitz funtions on R+ suh
that:
(i) f(0) = 0
(ii) g(0) = 0, g′(0) > 0 and ∀x > 0, g(x) > 0
(iii) the funtion
f(x)
g(x)
is upper bounded for all positive x
(iv) h(0) = 0 and ∀x > 0, h(x) > 0
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Remark 1: A large part of the predator-prey funtions enountered in the literature t
these hypotheses: (H1-i) only indiates that no spontaneous generation of pests (prey) is
possible; f(.) might be onstant, linear, logisti or model an Allee eet et...(H1-ii) means
that there is no prey onsumption as the prey level is zero and that if some prey are present,
the predator are able to nd and onsume them. Moreover, g(x) is supposed to be inreasing
at the origin. As a onsequene g(x) may be a Holling I or II funtion. g(x) might even
be non-monotoni (in ase of e.g. prey group defene abilities) like in Holling IV, but in
this ase from (H1-iii) f(x) must be of type IV too or beome negative for high x values
(like for logisti growth). Notie however that Holling III like funtional response (i.e. those
with null derivative at x = 0) fall beyond the sope of this study. No hypotheses are made
on the numerial response h(x) exept (H1-iv) whih is quite natural. Indeed, as it will be
learer in the following, our argumentation is mainly based on the fat that g(x) is positive
for positive x.
We now model the augmentative biologial ontrol proedure as the T -periodi releases
of biologial ontrol agents (with T > 0). Releases are, by their very nature, disrete
phenomena: every time nT (n ∈ N) some predators are instantly added into the system.
Let us suppose that there is a xed rate of predators µ (i.e. number of predators per unit
time) to be released in the system. Notie that suh a quantity µ is a diret measure of the
osts of the biologial ontrol method over some time period. Hene in the following it will
be referred to as well as the release rate or the biologial ontrol budget.
This results in the following: at eah time period T , µT predators are added to the
predator population y, yielding the disrete proess:
∀n ∈ N, y(nT+) = y(nT ) + µT (2)
Combining (1) and (2) yields the following impulsive biologial ontrol model, similar
to, but more general than the ones presented e.g. in [18, 19℄:

x˙ = f(x)− g(x)y
y˙ = h(x)y −my
∀n ∈ N, y(nT+) = y(nT ) + µT
(3)
Remark 2: It is quite easy to hek from (H1) that the proposed model is, as required
for biologial models in general, a non-negative system (see e.g. [22℄), i.e. the non-negative
orthant of the state spae is positively invariant by system (3). Then every non-negative
initial onditions x0 and y0 at initial time t0 (that only make sense with respet to the
onsidered problem) produe through model (3) non-negative trajetories x(t) and y(t) for
all positive time.
2.2 Global onvergene
In this setion we show that provided the predator release rate µ is greater than some value,
augmentative biologial ontrol is able to drive any pest population to zero. This result is
summarised into the following Theorem.
RR n° 6637
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Theorem 1 Under Hypotheses 1, model (3) possesses a pest free" T -periodi solution:
(xp(t), yp(t)) =
(
0,
µT e−m(t mod T )
1− e−mT
)
(4)
whih is loally asymptotially stable if and only if:
µ >
mf ′(0)
g′(0)
(5)
and globally asymptotially stable if:
µ > S , sup
x≥0
mf(x)
g(x)
(6)
Remark 3: Note that from (H1-iii) S as dened in (6) does exist.
Proof: We rst fous on the pest free set: {(x, y) ∈ R2+, x = 0}, whih is learly invariant
by system (3) through (H1-i) and (H1-ii). Within this set, aording to (H1-iv), system (3)
beomes: 

x˙ = 0
y˙ = −my
∀n ∈ N, y(nT+) = y(nT ) + µT
(7)
that yields: y((n+1)T+) = y(nT+)e−mT+µT . It is lear that the sequene (y(nT+))n∈N has
a single and globally stable equilibrium y⋆ = µT/(1− e−mT ). Then, system (7) trajetories
globally onverges towards the T -periodi solution:
∀t ∈ (nT, (n+ 1)T ], (x(t), y(t)) =
(
0,
µT e−m(t−nT )
1− e−mT
)
whih is indeed the same as (4), so that the existene of the T -periodi pest free solution
for system (3) has been proved.
We now onentrate on the stability of the pest free solution (4) for system (3), that is
to say we do not restrit ourselves to the pest free set. We rst hange system (3) variables
to onsider the deviations from the pest free solution that are denoted (x˜, y˜) so that:
(x˜(t), y˜(t)) = (x(t), y(t)) − (xp(t), yp(t))
that yields: {
˙˜x = f(x˜)− g(x˜)(y˜ + yp(t))
˙˜y = h(x˜)(yp(t) + y˜)−my˜
(8)
We rst investigate loal asymptoti stability (LAS) of the periodi solution (xp(t), yp(t)).
Assuming (x˜, y˜) are small, we get from (8) at rst order in x˜ and y˜:{
˙˜x = (f ′(0)− g′(0)yp(t))x˜
˙˜y = h′(0)yp(t)x˜−my˜
(9)
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whih is a linear system (in x˜ and y˜) with T -periodi oeients. The LAS of (xp(t), yp(t))
for the original system (3) is equivalent to the LAS of (0, 0) for system (9). The lassial
approah (Floquet Theory) is to ompute the disrete dynamial system that maps the
variables at some time to the variables one period of the periodi oeients later. The
origin is then asymptotially stable if and only if the obtained disrete dynamial system is
asymptotially stable (see e.g. [1℄ for the theory and [19℄ for an appliation omparable to
ours). Here, we get:(
x˜
y˜
)(
(n+ 1)T+
)
=
(
e
∫ (n+1)T
nT
f ′(0)−g′(0)yp(τ)dτ 0
† e−mT
)(
x˜
y˜
)(
nT+
)
the matrix being lower triangular, the † term does not inuene the system's stability so there
is no need to ompute it. Clearly e−mT belongs to (0, 1), and
e
∫
T
0
(f ′(0)−g′(0)yp(τ))dτ
is positive. Then, (0, 0) is LAS for (9) (i.e. (xp, yp) is LAS for (3)) i
this latter oeient is lower than one i.e. :∫ T
0
(f ′(0)− g′(0)yp(τ))dτ < 0 ⇔ f
′(0)T <
∫ T
0
g′(0)
µTe−mτ
1− e−mT
dτ
⇔ µ >
mf ′(0)
g′(0)
(10)
so that the LAS of (xp, yp) part of the Theorem is shown.
We now fous on the global asymptoti stability (GAS) of the pest free solution. From
now on, we assume that system (3) is initiated at (x0, y0) at time t0 ≥ 0, i.e. system (8) is
initiated at (x˜0, y˜0) = (x0, y0 − yp(t0)) at time t0 ≥ 0.
Let us onsider the following funtion:
G(x˜) = m
∫ x˜
κ
1
g(s)
ds
for some κ > 0. Sine from (H1-ii) g(x) is positive for positive x, G(.) is an inreasing
funtion from x˜ = 0, where it goes to −∞ sine g(.) is loally Lipshitz on R+. In the
following we investigate G(x˜(t)) behaviour as time t goes to innity. We have:
G(x˜(t))−G(x˜0) = m
∫ x˜(t)
x˜0
1
g(s)
ds
= m
∫ t
t0
˙˜x(τ)
g(x˜(τ))
dτ
=
∫ t
t0
(
mf(x˜(τ))
g(x˜(τ))
−m(y˜(τ) + yp(τ))
)
dτ (11)
Considering system (8) together with (H1-iii) and Remark 2, we get:
˙˜y ≥ −my˜
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so that, through standard arguments:
y˜(t) ≥ min(0, y˜0)e
−m(t−t0)
(12)
Using (11) and the denition of S in (6), we then have for all t ≥ t0:
G(x˜(t))−G(x˜0) ≤
∫ t
t0
(
S −myp(τ) −mmin(0, y˜0)e
−m(τ−t0)
)
dτ
=
∫ (⌊ t0T ⌋+1)T
t0
(S −myp(τ)) dτ
+
(⌊
t
T
⌋
−
⌊
t0
T
⌋
− 1
)∫ T
0
(S −myp(τ)) dτ
+
∫ t
⌊ tT ⌋T
(S −myp(τ)) dτ +min(0, y˜0)
(
e−m(t−t0) − 1
)
(13)
sine yp(t) is T -periodi. It is lear that the rst, third and fourth term of the right hand
side of (13) are upper bounded. Now, suppose that (6) holds, then in a similar way than in
(10): ∫ T
0
(S −myp(τ)) dτ < 0
so that, sine
⌊
t
T
⌋
goes to innity as t does, the right hand side of (13) goes to −∞. Then,
ondition (6) implies:
lim
t→+∞
G(x˜(t)) = −∞ ⇔ lim
t→+∞
x˜(t) = 0
One an now prove that y˜ onverges to zero as well. Indeed, from (12):
y˜0 ≤ 0 ⇒ y˜(t) ≥ y˜0e
−m(t−t0)
so that, either y˜(t) onverges to zero in innite time from below, or it reahes the positively
invariant region where y˜ ≥ 0 in nite time. Up to initial time t0 translation, we then have to
onsider the positive y˜0 only. Sine x˜ onverges to zero and h(0) = 0, it is lear that there
exists a time tf suh that:
∀t > tf , h(x˜(t)) ≤
m
2
⇒ ∀t > tf , ˙˜y ≤ h(x˜)yp(t)−
m
2
y˜
Sine h(x˜)yp(t) goes to zero as t goes to innity, so does y˜. We have shown that if ondition
(6) holds, (0, 0) is globally attrative for (8), i.e. (xp(t), yp(t)) is globally attrative for (3).
It is then easily heked through the Hospital rule, (H1-i) and (H1-ii) that:
lim
x→0+
f(x)
g(x)
=
f ′(0)
g′(0)
INRIA
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Then, ondition (6) implies that the neessary and suient ondition (5) for LAS of (xp, yp)
holds true, whih onludes the proof. 
Theorem 1 ensures that when the ondition (6) is veried, the extintion of the prey (pest)
population is GAS on the positive orthant of the state spae. If the loal ondition (5) were
not satised, the pest free solution would then no more be stable. Using bifuration theory
for impulsive systems proposed by [17℄, one then should be able to perform a bifuration
analysis, similar to what is done e.g. in [19, 26℄ to show the rih dynamis that system
(3) would produe. However, as stated in the introdution, with respet to our appliation
we onentrate here on the pest eradiation problem only. In the ase where ondition (5)
holds true, but ondition (6) does not, the pest free solution is still loally stable but, sine
our global stability ondition (6) is only suient, we annot rule out the possibility that
it is also globally stable. Suh a release rate has the advantage of being smaller than the
one required for GAS so that it would be heaper for the grower to hoose a one as suh:
it allows good ontrol of limited pests invasions. The prie to pay is however the risk of
onsiderable rop damages if a large pest invasion ours.
It is to be noted that the stability onditions (5) and (6) on the release rate µ are both
independent of the release period T . Therefore, one a release rate µ fullling a stability
ondition is hosen, pest eradiation ould be ahieved independently of the hoie of the
release period T . Indeed, both infrequent and large releases (T and µT large) or frequent
and small releases (T and µT small) would ultimately drive the pest population to zero.
Though there is no dierene in the long term, dierent values of the release period T might
however result in dierent outomes for the transient dynamis of the system. Hene in the
following, we will take advantage of the adjustable parameter T to address the pratially
important question: how to best" (in a sense that will be detailed in the sequel) deploy a
given biologial ontrol budget µ to eradiate pest outbreaks ?
3 Optimal Choie of the Release Period in the Preemp-
tive Case
3.1 Statement of the optimisation problem
Throughout the following, we assume that the ondition for stability of the pest free solution
holds true. We fous on preemptive/preventative use of biologial ontrol agents releases:
we suppose that biologial ontrol agents are released in antiipation of pests outbreaks, so
that natural enemies would be able to ght the pest right at the time of their invasion. This
departs from most lassial biologial ontrol proedures whih are of a more feedbak" type:
bioontrol agents are released one the pests have been deteted only. Suh a preventative
approah has however been payed attention to sine it appears as ahieving more aeptable
pest ontrol, espeially for high valued rops that are very sensitive to the slightest pest
outbreak (see [11, 29, 10℄ for theoretial/simulatory studies and [8, 16, 15, 2, 14℄ for real
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life experiments and a biologial perspetive). Hene in the following, we suppose that
preventative releases are being performed and that the system is in the invariant set {y˜ ≥ 0}
as a pest population x0 invades the rop at some unforeseen moment t0.
Our goal is to provide reommendations on how to deploy (i.e. how to hoose T ) suh
a preemptive biologial ontrol strategy to minimise rop damages due to a pest outbreak.
To evaluate rop damages indued by the pests, we use the the onept of Eonomi Injury
Level" (EIL) that has been introdued from the early bases of theoretial biologial ontrol
[30℄. EIL (denoted x¯ in the sequel) is dened as the lowest (positive) pest population level
that will ause eonomi losses on the rop". x¯ is then a onstant parameter of our problem.
For a given pest outbreak x0 > x¯, we onsider that the damage ost J is an inreasing
funtion of the time spent by the pest population above the EIL x¯, i.e. :
J =
∫ tf
t0
γ(τ)dτ
with tf dened suh that x(tf ) = x¯ and γ(.) > 0. It is lear that minimising J is equivalent
to minimising Π = (tf − t0) so that we will only onentrate on this latter in the following.
We are left with two more problems. The rst one is that, for given x0 and T , the
damage ost J (or Π) strongly depends on the pest outbreak instant t0, i.e. for a given
T , the same invading pest level x0 yields dierent damage ost depending on the value of
t0. Without loss of generality, from now on we will onsider that t0 ∈ [0, T ). We seek to
provide the safest biologial ontrol proedure so that we will onentrate on the damage
ost for the worst t0, ensuring any other t0 would result in smaller damage osts. Hene in
the following, we seek the T that minimises the damage ost for its worst t0 i.e. we seek to
minimise max
t0∈[0,T )
Π.
The remaining problem is that our analysis annot be ahieved for the general model (3).
It is however possible to arry it out for a loal approximation of the x˙ part of the model
about x = 0 as well as for an upper-bound of x˙. Indeed, onsider the loal approximation
of x˙ near (xp, yp). From (9), and onsidering the hange of variable z1 =
m
g′(0) ln
(
x
x¯
)
(whih
is obviously inreasing in x), we get:
z˙1 = Sl −myp(t)
where Sl =
mf ′(0)
g′(0) ≤ S.
Now we onsider the general x˙ equation of model (3) under the hypothesis that the
system is in the positively invariant set {y˜ ≥ 0}. We get for all t ≥ t0:
x˙ ≤ f(x)− g(x)yp(t)
Let us make the hange of variable z2 = m
∫ x
x¯
1
g(x)dx (whih is inreasing in x), we get:
z˙2 ≤ S −myp(t)
whose right hand side is similar to the z˙1 equation.
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In the sequel we will then fous on the system:
z˙ = σ −myp(t) (14)
with z standing for z1 or z2 and σ for Sl or the original S. Through equation (14) we will
thus study in one step the exat loal approximation of our system as well as an upper
bound of it, yielding a loally optimal result as well as a globally sup-optimal one.
3.2 Preliminary results
To state our main optimisation result, we rst need some preliminary omputations. Sine
we assume that the stability ondition of the pest free solution holds true, we have:
Hypotheses 2 (H2): The biologial ontrol budget is hosen suh that: µ > σ
We rst show that provided the release period T is not too large, the pest population is
dereasing for t ≥ t0.
Proposition 1 There exists a release period Tˆ suh that if T < Tˆ , the pest population is
dereasing for t ≥ t0.
Proof: Consider equation (14). Provided mint yp(t) >
σ
m
, z is dereasing for t ≥ t0; then
so does the pest population x. Notie that:
min
t
yp(t) =
µT
emT − 1
is a dereasing funtion of T with:
lim
T→0+
min
t
yp(t) =
µ
m
>
σ
m
sine the stability ondition holds.
Then Proposition 1 holds true with Tˆ solution of:
µTˆ
emTˆ − 1
=
σ
m
(15)

Proposition 1 has pratial interest regarding growers onerns: indeed it is not interest-
ing to invest in preventative releases of biologial ontrol agents and allow an invading pest
population to proliferate after the moment of invasion. It is muh more desirable to hoose
a proedure that will always make the pest population dereasing after the invasion. Thus
in the sequel we assume that:
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Hypotheses 3 (H3): The release period is hosen suh that T ∈ (0, Tˆ ).
We now seek the moment of invasion t0 that maximises the damage osts J (i.e. that
maximises the damage time Π) for a given invading pest population x0 > x¯ (orresponding
to z0 > 0) and a given release period T ∈ (0, Tˆ ). Notie that with the z formalism, we have
Π = tf − t0 with z(t0) = z0 and z(tf) = 0. We have:
Lemma 1 [[23℄℄ Suppose z0 > 0 and T ∈ (0, Tˆ ) are xed, then one of the following holds:
(i) ∃k ∈ N, (µ− σ)kT = z0 then Π = kT
(ii) ∃k ∈ N, maxt0 Π(t0) = Π(t
∗
0) = (k + 1)T − t
∗
0 (i.e. z((k + 1)T ) = 0)
We will rst show ase (i) and prove that, otherwise, either ase (ii) holds or Π is
maximum at t∗0 = 0, this latter ase being impossible.
Proof: Suppose that Π(t0) is maximum for t
∗
0 ∈ (0, T ) and suh that (t
∗
0 + Π(t
∗
0)) ∈
(kT, (k + 1)T ) for some integer k. That is to say that we suppose that Π(t0) is maximum
for both t0 and tf = (Π(t0)+ t0) being stritly within two moments that are multiples of T .
Now pik tm0 < t
∗
0 < t
M
0 in (0, T ) suh that (t0 + Π(t0)) ∈ [kT, (k + 1)T ) for all t0 ∈
[tm0 , t
M
0 ]. Within this set, dene θ(t0) as:
Π(t0) = kT − t0 + θ(t0) (16)
Integrating (14) between t0 and t0 +Π(t0), we get:
z(t0 +Π(t0)) = z0 + σΠ(t0)−m
∫ t0+Π(t0)
t0
yp(τ)dτ
= z0 + σΠ(t0)
−
mµT
1− e−mT
(∫ T
t0
e−mτdτ + (k − 1)
∫ T
0
e−mτdτ +
∫ θ(t0)
0
e−mτdτ
)
= z0 + σΠ(t0)−
µT
1− e−mT
(
e−mt0 − e−mθ(t0) + k(1− e−mT )
)
(17)
whih is, from the denition of Π, equal to 0.
From (16), we have:
dΠ
dt0
(t0) =
dθ
dt0
(t0)− 1 (18)
Using this and dierentiating (17) with respet to t0 yields:
dθ
dt0
(t0) =
(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
e−mt0 − σ(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
e−mθ(t0) − σ
(19)
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To have a maximum of Π at t∗0, it is required that:
dΠ
dt0
(t∗0) = 0 ⇔
dθ
dt0
(t∗0) = 1
so that from (19), we must have θ(t∗0) = t
∗
0. Then, from (17) and (16), the integer k must
be suh that:
(µ− σ)kT = z0
and Π = kT does not depend on t0, whih show ase (i). Otherwise Π(t0) has no extremum
at t∗0 verifying t
∗
0 ∈ (0, T ) and (t
∗
0 +Π(t
∗
0)) ∈ (kT, (k + 1)T ).
Two ases remain to be studied: either Π is maximum for t0 = 0, or t
∗
0 is suh that
(t∗0+Π(t
∗
0)) = (k+1)T . The remaining ases t
∗
0 = T and (t
∗
0+Π(t
∗
0)) = kT might be studied
by k reparametrisation.
We onentrate rst on the ase t∗0 = 0. Then from (18) and (19) the right derivative of
Π at t0 = 0 is:
dΠ
dt0
(t0 = 0
+) =
(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
− σ(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
e−mθ(t0) − σ
− 1 (20)
From Proposition 1, we have ∀T ∈ (0, Tˆ ):
σ <
mµT
(1 − e−mT )
e−mT
Sine by denition θ(t0) ≤ T both the numerator and denominator of the fration in the
right hand side of (20) are positive, the former being larger than the latter.
dΠ
dt0
(t0 = 0
+) is
then positive so that Π has a (loal) minimum at t0 = 0, ruling out the ase t
∗
0 = 0.
We now fous on the ase where t∗0 is suh that t
∗
0 + Π(t
∗
0) = (k + 1)T . Then from (16),
θ(t∗0) = T and the left derivative of Π at t
∗
0 is:
dΠ
dt0
(t∗−0 ) =
(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
e−mt
∗
0 − σ(
mµT
1−e−mT
)
e−mT − σ
− 1
In a very same way as in the previous ase, sine T < Tˆ we show that this derivative is
positive. Similarly one an show that the right derivative of Π at t∗0 is negative. This an be
performed through the reparametrisation of k as (k+1) while notiing that this orresponds
to θ(t∗0) = 0.
Then for the onsidered z0 and T , Π is maximum for t
∗
0 suh that (t
∗
0+Π(t
∗
0)) = (k+1)T ,
whih ompletes the proof of ase (ii). 
Lemma 1 is quite natural. Indeed, from the linearity and periodiity of (14), the derease
that takes plae between times T and kT is independent of t0. The worst ase should then
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ontain the end of the rst time interval where the predators are sare, rather than the
beginning of the last interval where they are abundant.
In the following we look for the release period T ∈ (0, Tˆ ) that minimises the worst ase
damage time: maxt0 Π.
3.3 Optimal Choie of the Release Period
We now investigate whih T ∈ (0, Tˆ ) minimises the worst ase damage time maxt0 Π (i.e.
that minimises the worst ase damages maxt0 J). We get the following result:
Theorem 2 Suppose z0 > 0 is xed. Let:
T1 =
z0
µ− σ
(21)
Then there exists n0 ∈ N
∗
suh that min
T∈(0,Tˆ )
max
t0
Π = T1 is reahed at T = Tn =
T1
n
for all
integer n > n0.
Proof: Consider T1 that is positive sine µ is assumed to be greater than σ. It is then
lear that there exists an integer n0 suh that for all integer n > n0, Tn < Tˆ . Now onsider
a Tn with n > n0; using (21), we have:
(µ− σ)nTn = (µ− σ)T1 = z0
Suh a Tn orresponds to ase (i) in Lemma 1, thus we have Π = T1 whih does not depend
on t0.
Now we show that Π = T1 is the minimum (with respet to T ∈ (0, Tˆ )) of maxt0 Π. Pik
a T 6= Tn for all n > n0. For suh a T , ase (i) of Lemma 1 is ruled out and aording to
ase (ii), we have:
∃k ∈ N, max
t0
Π = Π(t∗0) = (k + 1)T − t
∗
0
and z((k + 1)T ) = 0. Using (17) and θ(t∗0) = T , we have:
z0 + σ ((k + 1)T − t
∗
0)− (k + 1)µT + µT
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
= 0 (22)
so that:
(k + 1)T =
1
µ− σ
(
z0 − σ t
∗
0 + µT
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
)
whih yields:
max
t0
Π = (k + 1)T − t∗0
= T1 +
µ
µ− σ
(
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
T − t∗0
)
(23)
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Notie that the funtion
(
1−e−mt
t
)
is dereasing of t, so that, sine t∗0 < T , we have:(
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
T − t∗0
)
> 0
Sine from (H2), µ > σ, we have shown that maxt0 Π is greater than T1 for all period T
suh that ∀n > n0, T 6= Tn, whih ompletes the proof. 
Theorem 2 shows that for a given z0 we have a ountable innite number of release
periods, the Tn, that solves our optimisation problem.
However, we have two diulties with Theorem 2. On the one hand, through equation
(14) we studied both the loal optimisation problem and the global suboptimal one. To
solve these two, we need to hoose a release period T = Tn, whih depends on σ. In the
loal optimisation ase, σ equals Sl =
mf ′(0)
g′(0) while in the global suboptimal one, σ equals
S = supx≥0
mf(x)
g(x) . There is no reason why
S
Sl
would be rational, so that Theorem 2 states
that it is not possible to hoose a release period T that solves both the loal and global
optimisation problem (what remains however the objetive).
On the other hand, it is to be notied that T1, whih determines the optimal values of
the release period, depends on some biologial" values, namely the invading pest population
level x0 (i.e. z0) and the ombination of parameters σ. This is quite a big drawbak sine
biologial parameters are usually badly known and the initial invading pest level x0 is not
known at all. Clearly suh model-based optimisation approahes should take into aount
these unertainties [21℄.
Hene, in the following, we will show how T should be hosen in order to ensure that the
worst ase damage time maxt0 Π remains lose to its minimal value, independently of the
value of x0 and σ. In doing so, we will provide an almost optimal hoie of T that solves
both the loal and global optimisation problem and that is robust to the value of x0 and to
parameters unertainty.
3.4 Robustness Analysis
In the preeding setions, we wanted our hoie of T to minimise the dierene between
the time that it takes to reah x¯ from x0 for the worst possible hoie of the initial time
t0. In addition to that, we now also want this to be robust with respet to the unertainty
on the initial ondition x0 and to the model parameters that we will denote p in the sequel
(p is simply the pair (σ,m). Indeed, in the poorly measured onditions of rop ulture and
with the aompanying sarely known models, it is fundamental for a ontrol method to
be robust with respet to these unertainties. We then suppose that the true" x0 and p
belongs to some ompat sets:
Hypotheses 4 (H4): The unertainties on the initial ondition and the model parameters
are bounded, with z0 ∈ [z0, z0] denoted Z and p that belongs to a ompat set P.
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We of ourse still assume that the invading population is greater than the EIL x¯ (i.e.
z0 > 0) and that the stability ondition holds, i.e. µ > maxp∈P(σ). Our optimisation
proedure will be robust provided our hoie of T minimises maxt0 Π for the worst z0 and p
hoie within the sets dened in Hypotheses (H4).
Notie that the minimum (with respet to T ) of maxt0 Π is equal to T1 that does depend
on both z0 and p. Thus in our robustness analysis it makes more sense to onsider the
deviation of maxt0 Π from T1, rather than the absolute value of maxt0 Π. Hene, we rst
fous on the evolution of:
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
with respet to T . We have:
Theorem 3 The funtion:
T 7→ max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
(24)
is inreasing for T smaller than some positive onstant TL. Moreover:
lim
T→ 0+
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= 0 (25)
Proof: From equation (23), we have:
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[
µ
µ− σ
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)]
= max
p∈P
[
µ
µ− σ
max
z0 ∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)]
We rst onentrate on:
max
z0 ∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)
(26)
for xed T and p. Let us introdue:
Tl(z0, z0, p) = min
(
Tˆ (p),
z0 − z0
2(µ− σ)
)
with Tˆ (p) dened in equation (15). In the sequel, we onsider that T belongs to
(
0, Tl(z0, z0, p)
)
.
On the one side, this ensures through Proposition 1 that, independently of the atual param-
eters, the pest population (i.e. z in our new variables) always dereases after the invasion
time t0.
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On the other side, we have:
z0 − z0
T (µ− σ)
> 2
Then, there exists n ∈ N and z01, z02 ∈ [z0, z0] suh that:
z01
T (µ− σ)
= n and
z02
T (µ− σ)
= n+ 1
From Theorem 2, T is thus an optimal period for both the initial onditions z01 and z02.
We rst show by ontradition that for all z0 ∈ (z01, z02), ase (ii) of Lemma 1 holds for
k = n. Indeed suppose that for a given z0 ∈ (z01, z02), we have k ≤ (n− 1), then:
max
t0
Π = (k + 1)T − t∗0 ≤ (n− 1 + 1)T − t
∗
0
≤ T1(z01, p)− t
∗
0
< T1(z0, p)− t
∗
0 (27)
sine from (21), T1 is an inreasing funtion of z0. (27) is not possible sine from Theorem
2: max
t0
Π ≥ T1(z0, p) and t
∗
0 ≥ 0. Therefore k annot be smaller or equal to (n − 1) for
z0 ∈ (z01, z02).
Now suppose that k ≥ (n+ 1) for some z0 ∈ (z01, z02). From (22), we have:
z0 = (µ− σ)kT + (µ− σ)T + σt
∗
0 − µT
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
≥ (µ− σ)(n+ 1)T − σ(T − t∗0) + µT
(
1−
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
)
≥ z02 +
[
µ(T − t∗0)
emT − 1
(
T
(
em(T−t
∗
0) − 1
T − t∗0
)
−
σ
µ
(
emT − 1
))]
(28)
The braketted expression in (28) is positive sine:
em(T−t
∗
0) − 1
T − t∗0
≥ m
and from (15):
∀T ∈ (0, Tˆ ), mT >
σ
µ
(emT − 1)
Hene, (28) ontradits the hypothesis that z0 < z02 so that k annot be greater or equal
to (n + 1) for z0 ∈ (z01, z02). Thus, we have shown that for all z0 ∈ (z01, z02), ase (ii) of
Lemma 1 holds for k = n.
Sine T is an optimal period for the initial ondition z01, we should have by ontinuity:
lim
z0→z
+
01
Π(t∗0(T, z0, p)) = (n+ 1)T − lim
z0→z
+
01
t∗0(T, z0, p) = T1(z01, p)
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Then:
lim
z0→z
+
01
t∗0(T, z0, p) = (n+ 1)T − T1(z01, p)
= (n+ 1)T −
z01
µ− σ
T = T
A similar argumentation on z02 yields:
lim
z0→z
−
02
t∗0(T, z0, p) = 0
From (22), t∗0(T, z0, p) is a ontinuous funtion of z0. Then, as z0 overs [z01, z02], t
∗
0(T, z0, p)
reahes its whole interval of denition [0, T ] so that we have:
max
z0 ∈ [z01,z02]
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)
= max
t∗0∈[0,T ]
(
1− e−mt
∗
0
1− e−mT
T − t∗0
)
= max
z0 ∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)
Dierentiating
(
1−e−mt
∗
0
1−e−mT T − t
∗
0
)
with respet to t∗0, we show that it reahes its maximum
for:
tˆ∗0 =
1
m
ln
(
mT
1− e−mT
)
(29)
tˆ∗0 > 0 sine mT > 1− e
−mT
. In addition, tˆ∗0 < T sine e
mT > mT1−e−mT . Then:
max
z0 ∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
T − t∗0(T, z0, p)
)
=
1− e−mtˆ
∗
0
1− e−mT
T − tˆ∗0
=
1
m
[
mT
1− e−mT
− 1− ln
(
mT
1− e−mT
)]
, H(T, p)
H(T, p) is an inreasing funtion of T on (0, Tl(z0, z0, p)) sine:
∂H(T, p)
∂T
=
e−mT (emT − 1−mT )
(1− e−mT )2
[
1−
1− e−mT
mT
]
> 0
Moreover, through the Hospital rule, we have for all p ∈ P :
lim
T→ 0+
H(T, p) = 0
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Let us introdue:
TL = min
p∈P
Tl(z0, z0, p) > 0
Through the above analysis, it has been shown that for T ∈ (0, TL) and p ∈ P , H(T, p) is
an inreasing funtion of T with limT→0+ H(T, p) = 0.
We now ome bak to the funtion dened in (24). We have:
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= max
p∈P
(
µ
µ− σ
H(T, p)
)
Then, from H(T, p) properties, for T smaller than TL the worst deviation of maxt0 Π from
T1 (aording to (z0, p) ∈ Z × P) is an inreasing funtion of T . Moreover:
lim
T→ 0+
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= 0
whih onludes the proof. 
One an dedue the following Corollary from Theorem 3:
Corollary 1 Let T = min
p∈P
Tˆ (p). Then:
inf
T ∈ (0,T )
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0 ∈ [0,T ]
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= 0 (30)
is ahieved for T = 0+.
Proof: From Theorem 3:
inf
T ∈ (0,TL)
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0 ∈ [0,T ]
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
= 0 (31)
and is ahieved for T = 0+ sine the argument of the inmum in (31) is inreasing of T and
tends to 0 as T does.
To omplete the proof of Corollary 1 we have to study:
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0 ∈ [0,T ]
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
for T ∈
[
TL, T
)
. Notie that from TL denition, we have:
TL = min
(z0,p)∈Z×P
(
min
(
Tˆ (p),
z0 − z0
2(µ− σ)
))
= min
(
T , min
(z0,p)∈Z×P
(
z0 − z0
2(µ− σ)
))
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so that the set
[
TL, T
)
is non-empty if and only if: T > min(z0,p)∈Z×P
(
z0−z0
2(µ−σ)
)
. Suppose
that this holds and that T ∈
[
TL, T
)
, then we have:
max
z0∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
− t∗0(T, z0, p)
)
> 0
sine otherwise it would be required that ∀z0 ∈ Z there would exist n ∈ N suh that
T = z0
n(µ−σ) whih is obviously not possible. Then, ∀T ∈ [TL, T ):
max
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
max
t0 ∈ [0,T ]
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
=
max
p∈P
[
µ
µ− σ
max
z0∈Z
(
1− e−mt
∗
0(T,z0,p)
1− e−mT
− t∗0(T, z0, p)
)]
this latter being positive, whih onludes the proof. 
With the help of Theorem 3, we know that provided T is not too large, the smaller
T is hosen, the less will be the worst ase (aording to parameters and initial ondition
unertainty) deviation of maxt0 Π from its minimal value T1. It has moreover been shown
that as T tends to 0, the worst ase deviation of maxt0 Π from its minimal value goes to 0
as well.
We onlude from this analysis that the robust hoie of T , as dened by the riterion
(30) onsists in hoosing T = 0. However, it is obviously not possible to ahieve suh a T
in pratial appliations: it would onsist in ontinuously releasing predators into the rop
ulture. As an alternative, and sine the argument of the inmum in (30) is an inreasing
funtion of T for T ∈ (0, TL), it is then advised to take T as small as possible to ahieve the
best possible robustness.
A last remark should be made about the need for robustness. In the preeding analysis,
we have onentrated on a single model in the form:
z˙ = S − yp(t)
We should remember that this model overs two ases: a loal linearisation of the system
(whih yields a ertain value of S) and a system that globally upper-bounds the atual
nonlinear system (whih yields another value of S). At the very least, the hoie of T
that we made should work well in both those ases. We an then onlude that, even in
the unrealisti ase where the initial onditions and the parameters are very well-known,
one should make a hoie of T that is suiently robust, so that both global and loal
approximations are overed, i.e. one should take T as small as possible.
4 Numerial Simulation
To illustrate the robustness result stated in Theorem 3 we performed a Monte Carlo like
numerial simulation: an impulsive predator-prey model of the form (3) was onsidered with
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onstant a priori hosen parameters for the ontinuous part of the model and µ verifying
ondition (6). A triplet of the remaining parameters was randomly hosen: rst a release
period T ∈ (0, TL), the pest invasion moment t0 ∈ [0, T ) and the pest invasion level x0 > x¯.
The value of TL is easy to ompute from (15) sine in this ase the parameter set P is
redued to a singleton and that we have hosen a large Z interval. The time to reah x¯, Π,
was then omputed as well as its deviation from T1. The proess has been repeated until a
set of 2.105 dierent simulations was obtained and the results, the deviation of Π from T1,
were plotted against the time period T .
The results of this numerial work is presented on Figure 1, eah of the dot orresponding
to one of the 2.105 simulations. What atually orresponds to Theorem 3 is the upper
envelope of the data set only (sine it is the maximum with respet to parameters of the
worst ase, aording to t0, of Π).
Figure 1: Graphial illustration of Theorem 3. Eah dot orresponds to the deviation of Π
from the minimal worst ase T1 for one of the 2.10
5
randomly hosen triplet T ∈ (0, TL), t0 ∈
(0, T ) and x0 > x¯.
As it an be notied the smaller the hoie of T , the smaller the positive deviation of Π
(thus of the rop damages) from its optimal value T1. The prie to pay is however that suh
a hoie redues also the negative deviation of Π from T1. Indeed an analysis similar to the
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one performed in Setion 3, but fousing on:
min
(z0,p)∈Z×P
[(
min
t0
Π(t0, z0, p)
)
− T1(z0, p)
]
would show that this is a dereasing funtion of T with limit 0 as T tends to 0+. Hene, if
one feels luky, a hoie of T small may not be the best one sine one an obtain, fortunately,
smaller Π (thus smaller rop damages) if the atual t0 is not the worst one.
5 Conlusion
In this ontribution we studied a rather general predator-prey model with periodi impul-
sive additions of predators (releases) that is relevant for biologial ontrol modelling. The
impulsive releases of the biologial ontrol agents were modelled on the basis of a xed bud-
get to be spent per time period (release rate). As suh it allowed to ompare the dierent
releases period as the same overall amount of predators was used. In a rst step, it was
shown that, provided the release rate of bioontrol agents was high enough, the biologial
ontrol program allows to eradiate the prey (pest) population, whatever the value of the
release period. Then the eieny of dierent release periods (for a given release rate) were
ompared on the assumption that the biologial ontrol program is onduted on a preven-
tative basis. It was shown that the time needed to eradiate an unforeseen pest invasion
ourring at a worst moment had a minimum that ould be ahieved through the hoie
of a ountable innite number of release period. However, these release period values were
strongly dependent on the model parameters and a robustness analysis of this optimisation
problem showed that the smaller the release period, the less the time needed to eradiate
the pest invasion, for the worst invasion moment and aounting for parameter unertainty.
Hene, as an advie to biologial ontrol pratitioners, our study indiates that it is less risky
to release frequent small amounts of bioontrol agents rather than massive infrequent ones.
This result (frequent releases of small doses yield better ontrol) is similar to the ones of
[35, 36, 11℄ that were all obtained from simulatory models. Suh a bioontrol strategy is also
advoated by [2℄ from real life experiments and by [29℄ on the basis of a simulatory model.
However, to our knowledge, this ontribution is the rst to reommend suh a strategy on
the basis of a mathematial analysis.
In a broader ontext, we believe that the tehniques used in this work may also be
of interest for optimisation problems on impulsive models from other applied elds: for
instane, optimisation of vaination strategies in epidemiology [28, 4, 13℄ or optimisation
of hemotherapy in aner treatments [17, 6, 5℄.
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